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SWEEPING

1. Press to start sweeping.

2. Press again to stop sweeping. The
hopper filter shakes automatically.

DUMPING HOPPER

1. Press to stop sweeping. The hopper
filter shakes automatically.

2. Press and hold until the hopper is
raised to desired height.

3. Press and hold to tilt the hopper
forward and empty the hopper.

4. Press and hold to tilt the hopper back
into the upright position, and retract the hopper
down and tight against the machine.

SCRUBBING

1. Press to start/stop scrubbing. Press
and hold to increase/decrease brush pressure.

2. Press twice quickly to activate the
super scrub setting for thirty seconds.

3. Press to extend/retract the scrub head
to/from the right, for close edge scrubbing. For
use on machines equipped with 40 in (1016 mm)
scrub head only.

4. Press to start/stop the ES solution
system option. Check that the solution tank is
full, and the recovery tank is 1/2 full.

5. Press to start/stop the detergent
metering option. Press and hold to
increase/decrease detergent flow.
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OPERATIONAL ALARMS

1. will appear and alarm will sound when
the solution tank is full. For machines equipped
with ES and Auto Fill only. Icon will disappear
and alarm will stop once scrub switch is pressed.

2. will appear, alarm will sound and
machine will stop scrubbing when recovery tank
is full.

3. will begin blinking and alarm will sound
when the squeegee has broken away from the
vacuum hose.

4. will begin blinking, alarm will sound and
sweeping/scrubbing will stop when battery power
is low.

5. will begin blinking when vacuum fan
hose is clogged.

6. will appear, alarm will sound and
sweeping will stop when the thermo sentry
detects excessive heat in the hopper.

7. will appear when a circuit breaker for
scrub brushes has blown and needs to be reset.

8. will appear for one hour when machine
requires maintenance after every 50 hours of
operation.

9. will appear for one hour when machine
requires maintenance after every 100 hours of
operation.

10. will appear for one hour when machine
requires maintenance after every 500 hours of
operation.

11. will appear for one hour when machine
requires maintenance after every 1000 hours of
operation.
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